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ABSTRACT: Indium tin oxide (ITO) is the material-of-choice for transparent conductors in any optoelectronic application. However,

scarce resources of indium and high market demand of ITO have created large price fluctuations and future supply concerns. In poly-

mer solar cells (PSCs), ITO is the single-most cost driving factor due to expensive raw materials and processing. Given the limited

lifetime and stability of PSCs as compared with other mature technologies such as silicon-based solar cells, the technological future of

PSCs beyond that of academic interests rests in reducing cost of production. In this regard, replacing ITO has the potential to dra-

matically reduce material and processing cost and the energy payback time of PSCs. Several alternatives to ITO are present but not

all of them bring competitive advantage over ITO for application in PSCs. This review explores some potentially low-cost alternatives

to ITO suitable for use in PSCs. These alternatives belong to four material groups: polymers; metal and polymer composites; metal

nanowires and ultra-thin metal films; and carbon nanotubes and graphene. We further present the progress of employing these alter-

natives in PSCs and identify future challenges. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 129: 1–14, 2013
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer solar cells (PSCs) is a dawning industry that bears the

potential of a technology that could very well supplement other

forms of renewable energy resources in quenching the world’s

thirst for increasing energy supply. In fact, PSCs have the poten-

tial to deliver energy at a cost that can compete with fossil

fuels.1 This promise of PSCs relies on low cost of materials and

simple processing requirements. Low cost processing is envi-

sioned through high throughput roll-to-roll (R2R) printing and

coating methods known from the printing industry for maga-

zines and newspapers. PSCs have therefore garnered increasing

research interest over the last decade or so with publications

increasing from a few hundred annually in the year 2000 to

several thousands in the year 2011. Initially, the prime focus

was in the optimization of the photoactive polymer to enable

power conversion efficiencies that were meaningful in the con-

text of global energy supply and in comparison with other solar

energy conversion means. In this context, the facets that make

PSCs an attractive technology, the use of low cost materials and

simple processing conditions, were largely ignored and efforts

were mostly concentrated on increasing power conversion effi-

ciencies. Such efforts have indeed materialized with current

power conversion efficiencies of PSCs reaching 10% (Mitsu-

bishi) that brings PSCs on par with inorganic thin film photo-

voltaics. Now, the challenge lies in translating such an efficiency

achieved on devices with an active area significantly less than

1 cm2 (typically a few mm2) to large area modules produced by

R2R processing while ensuring that the low cost objective of

PSCs is achieved.

It was not too long after the initial R2R experiments on PSCs

and life cycle analyses studies that it became apparent that the

use of indium tin oxide (ITO) and vacuum processing is not

feasible for low cost production of PSCs. ITO is a commercially

dominant transparent conductor with relatively high conductiv-

ity (sheet resistance of 10–20 Xh�1) and transmission (>80%)

in the visible region of the solar spectrum. However, the scarcity

of indium resources in the world and its high demand from the

display industry has created large cost fluctuations and future

supply concerns. An official report on the market trend of min-

erals United States Geological Survey (USGS) suggests that the

price of indium increased by approximately 25% between 2010

and 2011 from $570/kg reaching a maximum of $780/kg in the

U.S. while world-wide production of indium increased only by

5%.2 The price of indium has fluctuated anywhere between 10

and 40% annually in the past 5 years.2 Apart from the volatility

of indium prices, its incorporation in the processing of ITO

requires high preparation temperatures and vacuum-based

highly energy intensive deposition techniques such as sputter-

ing, thus further increasing the cost of ITO. Life cycle analyses

(LCA) of R2R produced ITO-based PSC modules reveal that
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ITO on PET substrate account for �90% of the total energy

(embodied energy and direct process energy) imposed by all

input raw materials.3 Cost analyses4–6 suggest that ITO accounts

for >50% of the total cost of a PSC module and its replacement

with cheaper alternative would significantly reduce the cost per

watt and energy payback time (EPBT). For example, silver

nanowires (AgNW) and highly conductive poly(3,4-ethylene-

dioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) or PEDOT : PSS when

used in place of ITO could potentially reduce cost per watt of

PSC module up to 20% and energy payback time (EPBT) up to

>30% in comparison with ITO-based PSC modules4 and in the

case of solution-processed ultra thin transparent metal conduc-

tor when used in PSCs, LCA studies indicate a potential

reduction in EPBT of >50% even at half the PCE of ITO-based

modules.7 Apart from cost, ITO brings other disadvantages: its

brittle nature limits flexibility as well as creates poor interfacial

compatibility between the organic materials and the ITO sur-

face4,8,9 It is therefore crucial to find a low cost replacement to

ITO that bears no supply concerns, is flexible, and is preferably

solution-based and involves vacuum-free processing.

The alternatives of ITO could be categorized into four broad

material groups: (1). polymer; (2). metal; (3). a combination of

polymer and metal; and (4) carbon nanotubes and graphene

(Fig. 1). These material groups are not mutually exclusive and

are often used in some combination with each other. In this

review, we elaborate on all four groups as they pertain to PSCs.

Doped metal oxides form another group of alternatives for ITO

but they bear no processing and property advantages (except

perhaps in abundance) in comparison with ITO and are there-

fore not covered in this review. Many of the alternatives

reported in literature are based on laboratory scale devices with

less than a cm2 of active area; hence, extrapolating their feasibil-

ity in the processing of large area modules is not justified. At

the same time, such ideas could not altogether be rejected. A

bridge remains to be built where such concepts are carried for-

ward to demonstrate their feasibility in R2R processing of large

area modules or in bench-top printing and coating processing

equipment such as the example demonstrated by Dam and

Krebs.10 Currently, there remains a large gap between the per-

formance obtained on laboratory devices (PCE of 10%) and

that obtained on flexible, vacuum-free, R2R processed modules

processed under ambient conditions (PCE <2%). Finally, it

must be emphasized that the projected performance of PSCs

with respect to power conversion efficiency and stability leaves

very little margin to incorporate any high-end processing

techniques. To make PSCs economically profitable, cost to per-

formance ratio (Wp
�1) has to be kept minimal. With perform-

ance reaching saturation, reducing cost is the only way to make

PSCs competitive with what is available on the market today.

ALTERNATIVES TO INDIUM TIN OXIDE FOR USE IN
POLYMER SOLAR CELLS

Polymeric (Semi-)transparent Conductors

The most important advantage of polymeric transparent

conductors is that they can be solution processed and therefore

readily processed in a R2R set-up using the plethora of coating

and printing techniques available.11,12 PEDOT : PSS is the most

widely used polymeric salt for this application where PEDOT is a

conjugated polymer in its oxidized state carrying a positive

charge and PSS is a polymer having deprotonated sulfonyl groups

carrying a negative charge (Fig. 2). PSS is added to EDOT during

polymerization as a charge balancing counter ion and to improve

the inherently low solubility of PEDOT in aqueous medium. Sev-

eral in-depth reviews on PEDOT : PSS in general are present.13,14

In PSCs, PEDOT : PSS was first used as a interfacial buffer layer

in the normal device structure to facilitate selective transport of

holes to the ITO electrode and to reduce the surface roughness of

ITO that otherwise could lead to electrical shorts. Later, PEDOT :

PSS was employed as the hole collecting back electrode in

inverted structures while ITO served as the front electrode. In the

latter case, transmission of PEDOT : PSS is not a requirement

and so the thickness of PEDOT : PSS can be maximized to

increase conductivity. PEDOT : PSS is expected to follow the

classical relationship of conductivity increase with increasing

thickness reaching saturation at a finite film thickness.14,15 On

the other hand, transmission of PEDOT : PSS films follows the

Beer-Lambert law where transmission and film thickness are

inversely related. As a result, there is a tradeoff between transmis-

sion and conductivity which proved to be major obstacle when

PEDOT : PSS is used as a replacement of ITO. Several reports

Figure 1. Alternatives to ITO as applied in polymer solar cells. Metal

oxides are not included in this review as they bear no processing advan-

tages over ITO (except perhaps in elemental abundance).

Figure 2. Chemical structure of PEDOT : PSS.
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have delved into optimizing transmission and conductivity of

PEDOT : PSS.9,16 Particularly in earlier reports before the com-

mercial availability of highly conductive formulations of PEDOT:

PSS, such a trade-off between transmission and conductivity

resulted in poor power conversion efficiencies of ITO-free PSCs

and modules. In some cases, PEDOT : PSS having transmission

in the range 10 to 30% (350–600 nm) for a comparable sheet re-

sistance to ITO (10–20 Xh�1) have been reported.17

Therefore, the limiting factor of PEDOT : PSS films to be an

efficient substitute for ITO is their conductivity. Originally,

PEDOT : PSS had typical conductivity values around 1 to 10 S

cm�1,16,18 which was three orders of magnitude lower than that

of ITO (>4000 S cm�1) at similar transmission (80%). Increasing

the inherent conductivity of PEDOT : PSS has generated success-

ful results. Some of these methods include the addition of high

boiling temperature polar compounds such as diethylene

glycol,19 ethylene glycol,9,20 sorbitol,21,22 dimethylsulfoxide

(DMSO),19,23,24 glycerol;21,23,25 and by different chemistry

methods such as controlling synthetic conditions, fundamental

alteration of the polymer back bone, and by functionalizing the

backbone with substituent side groups.16 Several studies also

looked into avoiding PSS that reduces the conductivity of

PEDOT, by in situ oxidative polymerization of EDOT.9,16,17 Most

of these modifications of PEDOT : PSS have been substantiated

with their positive influence on the photovoltaic properties of

PSCs. Currently, highly conductive formulations of PEDOT : PSS

are commercially available, for example, from Heraeus with the

latest generations CleviousTM PH500 and PH1000 having a

conductivity of 300 and 850 S cm�1, respectively. This is in stark

contrast to previous generations such as H.C. Stark Baytron P

variants having sheet resistance 105 Xh�1 or 1–10 S cm�1.

Earlier reports on PEDOT:PSS as replacement of ITO in PSCs

were mostly in the context of poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexy-

loxy)-1,4-phenylenenvinylene] or MEH-PPV and [6,6]-phenyl-

C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) based normal devices that

employed first generation PEDOT : PSS.20,21,26 These devices had

lower performance than their ITO-based control devices. Subse-

quently, the use of highly conductive (hc)PEDOT : PSS such as

PH500 as transparent conductor resulted in comparable perform-

ance to ITO-based control devices and a maximum power

conversion efficiency (PCE) of 3.27%, open-circuit voltage (Voc):

0.63 V, short-circuit current density (Jsc): 9.7 mA cm�2, and fill

factor (FF): 53.5%27 have been reported. However, the normal

device structure is not widely pursued because it implies rapid

degradation of the device performance due to the use of low

work function Al electrodes. It is currently a widely held opinion

that such low work function metal electrodes will not contribute

to the future of low cost PSCs both from a stability point of

view28 and from an economic point of view as vacuum deposi-

tion steps are uneconomic in fast low cost processing.

In the inverted device configuration, only a handful of reports

that utilizes PEDOT : PSS as transparent electrode are present.
The first report was made by Hau et al.29 in which they used

hcPEDOT : PSS as front electrode in two device types: one with
PEDOT:PSS as back electrode and second one with Ag as back

electrode. A maximum PCE of 3.08% was achieved with PEDOT
: PSS as front electrode and Ag as back electrode whereas the cells

showed poor rectification and photovoltaic behavior PCE: 0.47%,

Voc: 0.31 V, Jsc: 5.94 mA cm�2, and FF: 27.7%) when PEDOT :
PSS is used for both electrodes, The poor performance in the lat-

ter case was attributed to a high sheet resistance of hcPEDOT :
PSS (>400 Xh�1) used for both electrodes and to the reduced

built-in field of the device due to the symmetric PEDOT : PSS
electrodes. Zhou et al. fabricated a similar semi-transparent metal

free cells with a new generation hcPEDOT : PSS (115610 Xh�1)
as both electrodes.30 The solar cells showed good rectification

properties along with maximum photovoltaic properties of PCE:
1.1%, Voc: 0.55V, Jsc: 4.4 mA cm�2, and FF: 45%. Zhou et al.

attributed the observed improvement in their device in compari-
son with Hau et al. to improved ZnO films which were deposited

by Atomic Layer Deposition. Recently, Larsen-Olsen reported a
PCE of 2.69% with a new generation low band gap polymer-

based solar cell processed with a roll coated hcPEDOT : PSS as
the front electrode in combination with PEDOT : PSS/Ag as the

back electrode.31 Such a PCE was nevertheless 40% lower to that
achieved on ITO-based reference cells.

Combination of Metal and Polymers (Semi-)transparent

Conductors

Despite the development of highly conductive formulations of

PEDOT : PSS, its sheet resistance (102–103 Xh�1) still remains

significantly higher than ITO (10–60 Xh�1) as a result of which

stand-alone PEDOT : PSS front electrodes have yielded lower

power conversion efficiencies than ITO-based control devices. A

way to further improve upon the conductivity of PEDOT : PSS

was shown by Aernouts et al. by using a combination of metal

grid and PEDOT : PSS composite electrodes. Such a composite

electrode when used in place of ITO in normal structure solar

cells resulted in a threefold decrease in series resistance (Rs)

from > 1 k X in cells with only PEDOT : PSS as electrode to

400 X for composite electrodes, ultimately resulting in a three-

fold increase in Jsc.
26 Thereafter, Glatthaar et al. investigated the

composite electrode as transparent conductor in an inverted de-

vice structure where PEDOT : PSS was deposited on top of the

photoactive layer and a metal was the last layer deposited by

thermal evaporation in a layer sequence Al/Ti/P3HT : PCBM/

PEDOT : PSS/Au grid. The differences between normal and

inverted device structures are shown in Figure 3. Subsequently,

several investigations followed that dealt with the optimization

of grid design, deposition methods for grids, upscaling, etc. The

challenge for using such a composite electrode is the optimiza-

tion required between shadow losses due to the metal grids and

the resistive losses due to the resistance of the combined

PEDOT : PSS/metal electrode. Depending on the sheet resist-

ance of PEDOT : PSS, completely different configurations of

metal grid design are required in the optimization of the cells.32

Overall, the surface coverage of the metal grids should be as

small as possible so as to minimize loss of incoming radiation

reaching the photoactive layer. Kang et al. noted that one can

minimize the surface coverage but maintain the conductivity by

increasing the line height.33 In general, for a given PEDOT :

PSS, the optimized geometry of the metal grid that results in

minimum fractional power loss due to shadowing from the

metal grids is simply given by the empirical relation (W/W þ
S) where W is the grid width and S is the grid separation.32,34

Galagan et al. employed a one-dimensional numerical model
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based largely on ohm’s law to predict the optimum metal grid

spacing in the front electrode (PEDOT : PSS/Ag grid) resulting

in maximum PCE of PSCs. Their model accounted for ohmic

losses due to resistance of the metal grid lines and the PEDOT :

PSS layer, and the active area loss due to shadowing from the

metal grid lines. They later fabricated actual ITO-free PSCs with

varying metal grid spacing and found that the PCE of actual

devices corresponded well with the model predicted values.36

In several investigations based on laboratory scale devices, the

composite metal grid and PEDOT : PSS transparent conductor

layers resulted in a performance similar to ITO-based solar cells

in both normal and inverted device geometries.32,33,36 The focus

after the early reports was to find up-scale compatible methods

of deposition for metal grids. Some methods used for deposi-

tion of metal grids are lithography,32,35,37 thermal evaporation

through shadow masks,38–40 sputtering in combination with

photolithography for patterning,41 microfluidic deposition and

nanoimprinting methods,33 precision weaved metalized polymer

fabric electrodes,42 and printing methods such as screen print-

ing,6 ink jet printing,35,43 and flexographic printing. Among all

these methods, only the printing methods are readily adoptable

in fast large scale processing of low cost PSCs at this stage even

if several of the other methods such as nanoimprint and lithog-

raphy has been claimed as compatible with upscaling while

being studied on laboratory scale devices with area as low as 0.1

cm.2 They are yet to be shown on large scales.33,39

There are some reports on R2R production of ITO-free large

area modules based on inverted structures using composite

PEDOT : PSS/metal grids as the front electrode and metals (Cu

and Ti; Ag; Cr/Al/Cr) as the back electrodes44–46(Device struc-

ture Type II-A in Figure 3). Metal grids were deposited by

screen printing using Ag pastes. In all these reports, poorly

performing devices were obtained which was mainly ascribed to

the poor transmission (<30% in the absorbing wavelength

range of P3HT : PCBM) of the thick front PEDOT : PSS elec-

trode in addition to the loss of the active area due to shadowing

from the metal grid. Thick PEDOT : PSS was necessary to avoid

damage of the photoactive polymer due to solvent from the

metal paste diffusing to the active area. Later, it was shown that

the use of UV curable Ag paste could alleviate this problem.6

These reports further emphasized the need to find an efficient

R2R compatible technique for deposition of metal grids. Gala-

gan et al. employed screen printed metal grids in combination

with highly conductive PEDOT : PSS as the front electrode in

solar cells on flexible substrates (4 cm2 area) with a normal

device structure (Figure 3) and obtained superior power conver-

sion efficiencies to equivalent ITO-based cells.36 Such a device

structure circumvented the damaging effect of solvents from

screen printable inks. Figure 4 shows an image of a cell with

screen printed Ag and PEDOT : PSS front electrode as studied

by Galagan et al. However, such a device had low reproducibil-

ity due to topography of the metal grids that led to short

circuits. A solution to this problem was to embed metal grids

into the substrates as was done by Galagan et al. in the same

report. Subsequently, Galagan et al. demonstrated the use of

ink-jet printing as an alternative R2R compatible technique for

printing of metal grids thereby avoiding the need for embedded

grids on substrates.35,43 With careful optimization of grid height

facilitated by the higher resolution of ink jet printing, a PCE of

1.48% on flexible foil was achieved. Galagan et al. further

demonstrated lithographically deposited Mo/Al/Mo as current

collecting grids having better topology in comparison with

ink-jet printed grids.35 One recurrent result from these studies

is that the use of metal grids leads to lower series resistance in

solar cells which is manifested in an increased FF. ITO, on the

other hand, causes increasing efficiency losses on scaling up due

Figure 3. Normal and inverted device structure in which PEDOT : PSS/metal grids are used as transparent conductors. The arrows point to the front

grid exposed to illumination.
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increasing series resistance with increasing device area.47 Such

an effect is more pronounced with ITO on flexible substrates

such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) which has higher sheet

resistance than ITO on glass.

Recently, Yu et al. demonstrated vacuum free all R2R proc-

essed PSCs employing high conductive PEDOT : PSS/metal

grid as a front electrode and PEDOT : PSS/metal grid as the

back electrode in an inverted structure.48 Metal grids were

printed by three R2R methods: R2R thermal imprinting of

embedded grids, R2R ink jet printing, and R2R flexographic

printing. R2R flexographic printed and R2R embedded grids

delivered similar albeit unprecedented performance for fully

R2R processed vacuum-free large area ITO-free cells (active

area 6 cm2) under ambient conditions with flexo grids having

a PCE: 1.82%, Jsc: 7.1 mA cm�2, Voc: 5.1 V; FF: 51.2%; and

embedded grids with PCE: 1.92%, Jsc: 7.06 mA cm�2, Voc:

0.50 V, FF: 54.6%. The raised topography and relatively poor

conductivities in the R2R ink-jet printed silver grids resulted

in significantly lower PCE due to lower FF and Jsc as a result

of shunt paths: PCE 0.75%, Jsc: 4.27 mA cm�2,Voc: 0.50 V,

and FF: 35.1%. Among all these techniques, flexographic

printing emerged to be the favorable low cost technique pre-

senting no topography issues and the need for multiple R2R

steps as required for thermal imprinting of embedded grids.

Recently, an all R2R processed, large area, highly flexible ITO-

free module with flexographic printed grids/hc PEDOT : PSS

as front electrode were reported with power conversion effi-

ciency of 1.6% on module with active area >120 cm2 [Figure

4(b)].49 These modules were subjected to several normal and

accelerated lifetime testing conditions and were found to be

rather stable under operational and storage conditions

expected for ICT and mobile applications as well as for out-

door conditions.

Metals

Before the discovery and subsequent dominance of ITO as the

material of choice for transparent conductors over the last four

decades,50 very thin metals usually evaporated were used as

semitransparent conductors in optoelectronics. With the advent

of ITO that exhibited far superior properties, these thin semi-

transparent metals were rapidly replaced by ITO. However, the

economic and physical incompatibility of ITO in low cost appli-

cations particularly has led to revisiting metals as an ITO substi-

tute. Ultra-thin metal layers and metal nanowires are investi-

gated as potential ITO replacements.

Ultra-Thin Metal Layers. Surface scattering of free charge car-

riers in thin metal films causes an inverse relationship between

film resistivity and thickness. As a result, there is a threshold

below which further reduction in thickness leads to dramatic

increases in sheet resistance of the metal film. Usually, the limit is

between 5 and 10 nm for commonly employed electrode metals

such as Al, Au and Ag.51–53 Transmission, on the other hand,

follows Beer-Lambert law with increasing thickness resulting in

decreasing transmission. Hence, there is a trade-off between

transmission and sheet resistance similar to the PEDOT : PSS

layer as described earlier. Usually a transmission of �60% is

observed in ultra-thin metal films, for example Ag films at a

thickness of 10 nm (Figure 5).51,52

O’Connor et al. demonstrated the use of semi-transparent thin

metal electrodes in small molecule solar cells (SMSCs) and the-

oretically investigated the dependence of sheet resistance on the

thickness of the commonly employed metals in organic solar

cells: Au, Al, and Ag using Fuchs-Sondheimer (FS)-Mayadas—

Shatzes (MS) model.52 They further investigated the effect of

layer thickness on Jsc of copper pthylocyanine: fullerence (CuPc:

C60) based bilayer and bulk heterojunction solar cells using

optoelectronic modeling and consequently experimentally veri-

fied the modeling results. While FF and Voc vary slightly within

the range of thickness of the semitransparent metal explored

(8–20 nm), Jsc was strongly dependent on thickness due to the

in-coupling of light through the transparent metal conductor

film. In an early report, O’Connor et al. had shown the use of

an external transparent capping layer on the ultra-thin metal

films can improve device performance.54 Similar work was

Figure 4. a) ITO-free PSC (2 � 2 cm2) with screen printed Ag grid and

highly conductive PEDOT: PSS as front electrode and evaporated Al back

electrode employed in normal device structure.37 Reprinted from Ref. 37,

with permission from
VC

Elsevier; b) a large area highly flexible PSC mod-

ules completely processed by vacuum-free R2R printing and coating.49
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reported by Meiss et al. who used an organic capping layer in

inverted solar cells.55,56 Metals exhibit high reflection. For exam-

ple, calculations have shown that while absorption of 10 nm

thick silver is merely 3%, reflections can amount to 63%.57 A

capping layer can suppress this reflection and induce a desired

interference pattern enhancing the amount of impinging pho-

tons on the photoactive layer in thin film solar cells. In thick

film solar cells such as PSCs, however, such a phase tuning of

the field maximum may result in only minute difference that

do not justify the use of additional processing steps needed for

application of capping layers as has been shown for optical

spacers which is a similar concept to capping layers.58

Al-Ibrahim et al. first utilized ultra-thin metal replacement to

ITO in a poly(3-hexylthiophene): [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid

methyl ester (P3HT : PCBM) based inverted device and

compared it with an reference device with ITO as transparent

conductor. The inverted device structure with Si-substrate/Ti/

P3HT : PCBM/PEDOT : PSS/Au (8 nm) resulted in PCE:

1.12%; Voc: 550 mV, Jsc: 6.25 mA cm�2; FF: 33% on an active

area of 0.25 cm2
.
53 Ajuria et al. presented a comprehensive

report where ultra-thin gold layers were vacuum deposited as

the first deposited layer (bottom electrode) or the last deposited

layer (top electrode) in a ITO-free inverted device with the layer

sequence Au /ZnO/P3HT : PCBM/PEDOT : PSS/Au where the

counter opaque electrode was also Au layer (100 nm). The high-

est PCE of 2.52% was noted for devices with semitransparent

bottom layer Au (5 nm)/ZnO. Such a PCE was nonetheless

lower than the ITO-based reference devices (PCE: 3.53%). The

lower PCE was mainly attributed to lower Jsc as a result of lower

incoupling of light into the device. Semitransparent top elec-

trode (PEDOT:PSS/Ag 10 nm) in ITO-free device resulted in

the lowest PCE (1.75%) due to yet lower incoupling of light

caused by the absorption of the PEDOT: PSS layer as compared

with devices based on the less absorbing transparent bottom

electrode (Au 5 nm/ZnO).59 Wilken et al. made a comparison

of PEDOT : PSS/metal grid versus PEDOT : PSS/thin metal film

in identical inverted devices Al/Cr/P3HT : PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/

Au. It was concluded that even with a shadowing loss of 8%

metal grid/PEDOT : PSS based cells have significantly higher

performance than those with PEDOT : PSS/ultra-thin film Au

electrodes.51 Unfortunately, their optimization study of sheet

resistance to thickness was made on Au deposited on a glass

substrate (Figure 5) with extrapolation of their effect to Au

deposited on PEDOT : PSS in their actual experiment. Varia-

tions in sheet resistance at a particular thickness are mainly due

to varying film morphology which in turn is affected by the

type of substrate and its roughness, the surface treatment of the

substrate and the deposition conditions.52 As a result, it is

unlikely that the relationship of sheet resistance and transmis-

sion of thin metal layers deposited on glass will hold true when

glass is replaced by an organic substrate. Without any morpho-

logical control, it is unlikely that small amounts of Au or Ag

can be deposited on PEDOT : PSS as in the case of Al-Ibrahim

et al. and Wilken et al. to yield continuous films. Several

authors have noticed that Ag has a tendency to coalesce when

deposited on organic layers in SMSCs and have independently

shown different methods to achieve continuous film formation

of Ag or Au on organic layers.60–62

Until now, thermal evaporation was the only method for depo-

sition of ultra-thin metal films which is highly uneconomical

particularly for use in the fabrication of low cost PSCs. Recently,

however, a solution processed semi-transparent Ag electrode

having a sheet resistance of 5 Xh�1 and a corresponding trans-

mission of >30% was reported. It was observed that the addi-

tion of a thin ZnO nanoparticle layer (solution-processed) leads

to significant improvement in transmission. The thin film Ag/

ZnO electrode was subsequently employed in fabrication of

all-solution based R2R processing of large area PSC modules.63

Metal Nanowires. Ultra-thin metal films particularly by use of

low cost printing and coating techniques for large area are

unlikely to deliver a transmission and conductivity comparable

to that of ITO. Dispersed random networks of metal nanowires

(NW), on the other hand, can exhibit transmission and conduc-

tivity even superior to ITO. This was first reported by Lee et al.

who pioneered the work on solution processing of metal

nanowires for application in organic solar cells.64 A random net-

work of metal nanowires causes enhanced scattering of light

resulting in improved photocurrent generation in solar cells.

Their inherent roughness may also cause improved donor:

acceptor interface. Lee et al. used solution processed metal nano-

wires on flexible substrates as front electrode in SMSCs and

found similar performance to ITO-based equivalent cells

(Figure 6). However, subsequent work on normal devices was not

as successful mainly because of processing challenges. For exam-

ple, Yang et al. used a laminated metal nanowire electrode in

normal device geometry devices and found a performance that

was consistently lower than ITO-based reference cells.66 This was

attributed to lower work function difference between the AgNW/

PEDOT : PSS and Al than between ITO and Al counter electrodes

as employed in the reference cells. This led to lower Voc in

AgNW-based devices than the ITO-based reference devices. Such

Figure 5. Thickness dependence of sheet resistance in ultra thin gold films

determined by simulation based of FS-MS model (solid line) and experi-

mentally verified (dots). Inset shows transmission of ultra-thin Au films

with various thicknesses. The dashed line is absorbance of P3HT:PCBM.

Reprinted from Ref. 51, with permission from
VC

Elsevier.
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a problem can be circumvented by tuning the work-function of

the electrodes with the use of buffer layers. For example, Gaynor

et al. made use of Cs2CO3 to alter the work function of metal

back electrodes so as to maintain an appropriate work-function

difference between the laminated AgNW front electrode and Ag

back electrode in a P3HT: PCBM-based inverted structure and

obtained a PCE of 2.5%.67 Similarly, Leem et al. demonstrated

the use of an optically transparent TiO2 as a buffer layer on top

of AgNW layers in inverted solar cells and observed a similar per-

formance to that of ITO-based reference cells with a PCE of

3.45%.68 Apart from tuning the work function of the electrode,

such a buffer layer provide planarization of the surface roughness

of the electrode, thus suppressing the formation of shunt paths.

Similarly, ZnO was used as a buffer layer in inverted solar cells

with AgNW front electrode by Ajuria et al.69 and Morgenstern

et al.70 In both reports, the PCE obtained on the ITO-free AgNW

devices were higher or similar to the PCE of their respective ITO-

based reference cells. It was noted by Ajuria et al. that the void

between individual AgNW in the film are responsible for limiting

the conductivity and the charge extraction properties of the

AgNW electrode particularly when the size of the void is greater

than the charge carrier diffusion length. Filling up such void with

a highly conductive ZnO leads to a quasi-continuous film forma-

tion bridging the void and thus suppressing charge recombina-

tion, ultimately leading to improved PCE. Ajuria et al. reported a

PCE of 3.85% on glass and 3.19% on PET with AgNW/ZnO front

electrode while ITO-based cells with ZnO buffer layer showed a

PCE of 3.53%. Metal nanowires deposited on flexible substrates

can withstand far greater flexing as compared with ITO. De et al.

have shown a silver nanowire film with 75% transparency and a

sheet resistance of 3.4 Xh�1 at a nanowire density of 70 mg m�2.

Such a film albeit at a slightly higher nanowire density of 79 mg

m�2 could withstand 1000 bend cycles without any change in

sheet resistance whereas an ITO substrate catastrophically failed

after a 160 bend cycles.71

The few reports have successfully demonstrated the potential of

AgNW network films as serious contenders in the race to

Figure 6. a) Diffuse optical transmission of silver nanowire transparent conductor with two different Rsh 10.3 and 22.1 Xh�1 with inset showing solar

photon flux-weighted transmissivity as a function of NW density; b) JV characteristics of SMCs at 65 mW cm�2 at AM1.5 illumination. Reprinted from

Ref. 64, with permission from VC American Chemical Society. c) Topographic AFM image (top) and current mapping of same section as topography image

with current-AFM. Reprinted from Ref. 65, with permission from VC American Chemical Society.
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replace ITO. Currently, research on metal nanowires is slowly

being directed towards finding large scale compatible processing

techniques.72–74 The early reports have also identified several

challenges that remain to be solved, for example, the poor adhe-

sion of the nanowires on substrates;71 their rough topology that

leads to shunt paths in the solar cells when used as either the

first or last deposited electrode;64,67 the use of surfactants for

dispersion of nanowires require their subsequent elimination at

higher temperature than common substrates such as PET or

PEN can withstand.71 Research on AgNW films is still in its

infancy and it is likely that these pressing processing issues will

be solved in the near future; however the question still remains

if AgNW are a cost-effective alternative to ITO. Silver has simi-

lar abundance to indium and one could argue that if we have

an indium problem, then we also have a silver problem.

Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene

Carbon Nanotubes. Not too long after the first report on

carbon nanotubes in 1991 by IIjima that the excellent mechani-

cal and electrical properties of carbon nanotubes were identi-

fied. Single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have a current

conductivity of 1 to 3 � 106 S/m and mobility of 100,000 cm2

V�1 s�1.75,76 However, a random network of CNTs in films have

the highest reported conductivity of 6600 S cm�1 and mobilities

in the 1 to 10 cm2 V�2 range as a result of large junction

(surface to surface) resistance.75 A wide set of advanced applica-

tions have been envisioned for CNTs but their commercial use

has been hindered by several processing issues. Such processing

issues, particularly purification of CNTs and their dispersion,

have proven to be major challenges. Bulk CNTs comprises a

mixture of semiconducting (1/3) and metallic (2/3) forms caus-

ing non-ohmic contacts in films. In addition, their high surface

energy renders them very susceptible to bundling. Although

CNTs can be dispersed in various solvents using different

dispersing agents such as surfactants, they tend to re-bundle

once the dispersing agents are removed. A common method of

deposition of CNTs involves: dispersion in a solvent with the

use of dispersing agents, vacuum filtration, removal of surfac-

tants by repeated washing of the filtrate CNTs, and finally

transferring the CNT filtrate to a substrate of choice with the

use of e.g. a (patterned or un patterned) polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) stamp. Such a transfer method was employed first by

Zhou et al. to deposit SWCNTs on PET achieving a sheet resist-

ance of 120 Xh�1 with a transmission similar to ITO in the

visible region.77 Several in-depth reviews on CNT properties

and processing, and their varied applications in solar energy

conversion can be found elsewhere.75,78-80

CNTs as a potential transparent conductor was identified by Lee

et al. when they used a 1000 Å thin SWCNT film with a 60%

transmission as a transparent p-contact in GaN LED.81 It was,

however, Wu et al. who is given credit for highlighting the

potential of SWCNTs as transparent conductors. For a 50 nm

thin film of p-doped SWNT film, a sheet resistance of 30 Xh�1

with a transmission of >70% over visible region of the light

spectrum was reported.82 Such properties of SWCNT films have

set a benchmark as subsequent reports have been mostly unable

to achieve similar results (see Table I). A large number of

parameters (largely uncontrollable) affect CNT conductivity T
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such as purity, lattice perfection, bundle size, wall number,

metal/semiconductor ratio, diameter, length, and doping level

which vary among studies. Tenent et al. reported a sheet resist-

ance of 60 Xh�1 for a 40 nm thick film using less defect prone

SWCNTs that are grown using laser vaporization and are

p-doped.87 Note that sheet resistance of CNT films is domi-

nated by junction resistance and the use of doping by acid

treatments have been shown to cause a threefold decrease in

junction resistance and a 30% increase in the nanotube

conductivity when compared with pristine untreated samples90

(Figure 7). So far, spray deposition is the most up-scalable low

cost technique reported for fabrication of SWCNT transparent

conductors. Using this method, Tenent et al. reported a sheet

resistance of 110 Xh�1 (pristine SWCNT) and 37 Xh�1

(doped SWCNT) with transmission of 78 and 76% (550 nm)

respectively (Figure 7).87 The large spread in the properties of

SWCNT films (Table I) is indicative of the processing and puri-

fication challenges that continue to delay the advancement of

SWCNT transparent conductors from proof-of-principle to

actual applications.

Apart from processing challenges, the roughness of the CNTs

thin films and their adhesion to the substrates has been equally

impeding factors for the efficacy in organic solar cells. Shunts

due to roughness of the SWCNT surface is circumvented by using

0.5 to 1 lm thick active layer83,85 which ultimately undermined

the efficiency of these devices. PEDOT: PSS was used as a planari-

zation layer and a three-fold increase in device performance was

observed.85 Rowell et al. showed significant improvement in

roughness (10 nm over 25 lm2 scan area) using a PDMS based

transferring method for surfactant assisted dispersion of

un-doped SWCNTs. The film had a transmission of 85% and a

sheet resistance of 200 Xh�1.84 Ultimately, the improved film

properties were reflected in the PSCs (PCE: 2.5%) which was

comparable to ITO-based reference devices (PCE: 3%).

Apart from SWCNTs, multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT)

sheets or mats were incorporated in PSCs86,91 soon after their

simple processing possibility was demonstrated.92 These sheets

were strong, highly transparent, and conductive. However, the

rough topology required planarization with PEDOT : PSS ulti-

mately resulting in a 50% light transmission to the photoactive

layer. Nevertheless, a PCE of 1.32% was achieved in a normal

device structure.86

All the earlier reported devices have an active area of <1 cm2 of

area and used thin film fabrication techniques that are not read-

ily scalable. In regard to processing of large area CNT thin

films, progress has been slow and so far spraying techniques are

the most scalable technique investigated.87,88,93 Tenent et al. dis-

persed SWCNTs in aqueous solvents with high molecular weight

(�90,000 MW) cellulose (sodium carboxymethylcellulose,

CMC) as dispersing agent.87 With the use of ultrasonic spray-

ing, the CMC-based dispersion is deposited over large areas

(6 � 6 inches) (Figure 7). Finally, the film is exposed to nitric

acid to remove CMC while simultaneously functionalizing or

doping the nanotubes. Such a film is found to be highly ho-

mogenous (rms roughness of 3 nm scanned over 100 lm2 area)

with superior electrical conductivity and optical transmission

and resulted in PCE of 3.1% in PSCs, albeit slightly lower than

ITO-based reference devices (PCE: 3.6%). Later, the same group

avoided the use of PEDOT : PSS as planarization and hole

transport layer and instead used 900 nm thick active layer and

observed a PCE of 3.7%. The SWCNT film had a sheet resist-

ance of 30 Xh�1.88 It was hence concluded that SWCNTs can

replace both ITO and hole transport PEDOT : PSS buffer layers

and that these devices show much higher Jsc as a result of

higher transmission beyond the visible region (above theoretical

predictions of Jsc based on visible transmission) (Figure 7). Sim-

ilarly, Kim et al. reported similar SWCNTs deposition technique

to Tennent et al. with the difference that surfactants are used

instead of CMC and deposition is done by pressure driven spray

coating. Kim et al. evaluated the effect of several surfactants94

and compared patterning of large area through lithography and

contact stencil.89 The dip-coating of bare substrate in 1% solu-

tion of 3-aminopropyltriethoxy silane in deionized water is

found to improve adhesion of SWCNTs onto the substrates due

to the formation of cross-linked siloxane on the surface of sub-

strates. The final optimized device had a sheet resistance 51

Xh�1 with a transmission of 69% (at 550 nm) and resulted in

PSCs with PCEs of 3.6% and 2.6%, respectively on glass and

PET substrates. This is the highest reported performance of

PSCs with SWCNTs transparent conductors.

From all aforementioned reports that incorporated SWCNT-

based transparent conductors in PSCs, two issues clearly emerge:

firstly, nearly all devices are studied in a normal geometry and

secondly, the processing choices are very limited for large area

substrates. Spray coating seems to be the only technique that

allows for easy processing on large area substrates. There is a long

way before SWCNTs transparent conductors can their make way

into R2R processing. The proof-of principle has been demon-

strated and the task ahead needs to show its flexibility and

feasibility with inverted devices and performance with respect to

PSCs stability if any. For example, Tenent et al. observed an

increase in sheet resistance of spray coated films from 150 to 240

Xh�1 over a 10-day period.87 Such effects are deteriorating for

PSCs and require further investigations.

Graphene. The metamorphosis of graphene from the theoretical

world to physical reality in 2004 has presented the possibility of a

number of advanced applications: transparent conductors being

one of them. With less than 0.1% reflectance and 2.3% absorb-

ance for every single graphene sheet, the theoretical transmission

limit of a single layer graphene sheet is 97.7% and the corre-

sponding sheet resistance for undoped graphene sheet is 6

kXh�1.95,96 A higher value of transmission (99%) and lower

sheet resistance (30 Xh�1 ) than the theoretically predicted

values have been reported in experimental results and are attrib-

uted to the presence of defects, increasing stacking of graphene

sheets, and extrinsic doping97,98 Sheet resistance of graphene

decreases rapidly with increasing stacking of graphene sheets and

with doping, however, at the expense of optical transmission. In

the case of sheet resistance of 30 Xh�1, the corresponding trans-

mission was 90% which is nonetheless comparable to ITO. Apart

from sheet resistance and transmission, several other properties

such as the high chemical and thermal stability, high charge car-

rier mobility (200 cm2 V�1 s�1), high current carrying capacity
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(3 � 108 A cm�2), high stretchability, and low contact resistance

with organic materials renders graphene a very favourable

alternative to ITO.99,100 Translating theoretical wonders of gra-

phene into real applications has been met with several challenges.

The processing of high quality graphene remains the biggest

challenge. High quality graphene is either micromechanically

cleaved or grown by chemical vapor deposition; both of which

are not low cost and large scale compatible. In principle, a

monolayer of graphene possesses ballistic charge transport due

to delocalization of electrons over the complete sheet, however,

in practice defects are introduced during growth and processing

of graphene. Such defects, for example, lattice defects, grain

boundaries, and oxidative traps due to functionalization results

in high sheet resistance of graphene.95,101 As a result, graphene

films must be made thicker than a monolayer to attain practical

sheet resistance. Defects are more prominent in graphene films

processed by solution based methods such as liquid phase cleav-

ing with ultra-sonication or by reduction of graphene oxide.

Although these techniques provide lower cost alternatives to

processing of graphene, however, graphene produced by such

methods exhibit poor properties with sheet resistance in the

kXh�1 range due to structural defects and poor interlayer

contact as a result of vigorous exfoliation and reduction proc-

esses.102 Several reviews on the properties and processing of

graphene are present elsewhere97,100,103 and a recent review elab-

orates on the application of graphene as electrodes in electrical

and optical devices.104 Henceforth, we briefly present the use of

graphene as transparent conductors in organic solar cells.

At this infant stage, it is difficult to estimate when research on

graphene as transparent conductor will bear fruit. The difficul-

ties in low cost high quality production of graphene and the

very few proof-of-concept studies on utilizing graphene as

transparent conductors in organic solar cells (yet fewer in PSCs)

highlights the need for more research emphasis on processing.

The earlier reports on graphene as transparent conductors were

adopted in dye sensitized and small molecule solar cells, how-

ever, the performance of such devices were limited (PCEs of

<1%) by the high sheet resistance of the films which is often in

the kX range.101,105 Although it has been demonstrated that

fabrication of large area (30 inch) CVD graphene on Cu sub-

strates can give a sheet resistance as low as 30 Xh�1 with 90%

transmission,98 it appears that reproducing such results has not

been possible in independent laboratories. De Arco et al.

demonstrated the achievement of CVD graphene with a trans-

mission of 72% (550 nm) and a sheet resistance of 230 Xh�1

but employed an optimized graphene with 3.5 k Xh�1 with

89% transmission to successfully demonstrate a small molecule

solar cell with PCE of 1.18%.106 Graphene is hydrophobic and

requires functionalization (e.g. UV/ozone treatment) to improve

its wetting properties. Such functionalization creates defects in

graphene sheets increasing its sheet resistance and therefore

limiting the final performance. Noncovalent functionalization

improves wetting while maintaining the structural integrity of

graphene. Such a noncovalent functionalization of graphene

with self-assembled pyrene butanoic acid succidymidyl ester

(PBASE) improved its wetting properties towards PEDOT:PSS

and resulted in a greater than two-fold increase in PCE.107 By

depositing a 20 Å thin layer of MoO3 over graphene, Wang

et al. demonstrated improved wetting properties of graphene

toward PEDOT : PSS as well as improved work function of

graphene electrodes.108 Their best device with the structure:

doped-graphene/MoO3/PEDOT : PSS/P3HT : PCBM/LiF/Al

resulted in a PCE of 2.5% which was 83.3% of the PCE

obtained on ITO-based equivalent devices (3%). They further

noted that the use of MoO3 results in superior results than the

use of PBASE (PCE of 2%) for surface functionalization gra-

phene to improve its hydrophilicity. The main contribution of

this report was however in processing of graphene using a sim-

plified PMMA-based transfer method through which they were

able to produce multiple layers of graphene with the best results

found with four layer graphene exhibiting a sheet resistance of

80 Xh�1 and a transmission of 90% (550 nm). The doping

of graphene with AuCl3 is reported to reduce sheet resistance of

graphene by 77% with only 2% decrease in transmission.109

Park et al. noted an improvement in PCE from 1.36% for

undoped graphene to 1.63% for AuCl3-doped graphene film.110

Choe et al. used high quality CVD grown multilayer graphene

films (15 layers) to make P3HT:PCBM-based PSCs and

obtained a PCE of 2.60% with the use of TiO2 electron selective

buffer layer and graphene grown at 1000oC. A strong

Figure 7. a) Comparison of transmission spectra for ITO and SWCNT (with and without PEDOT : PSS). Inset shows TEM image of ultrasonically sprayed

films; b) Plot of measured film conductivity as a function of the inverse of mean junction resistance; c) Ultrasonically spray deposited large area (6 � 6

inch2) SWCNTs film.87 Reprint permissions: (a and b) Reprinted from Refs. 88 and 90, with permission from VC American Institute of Physics. c) Reprinted

from Ref. 87, with permission from VC John Wiley and Sons.
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dependence of device performance on the growth temperature

of graphene was found.111

As apparent from Table II, almost all organic solar cells studied

with graphene as transparent electrode serves the objective of

proof-of-concept. Sheet resistance is seldom lower than 200

Xh�1 which may not be critical in small area devices but will

prove detrimental to photovoltaic properties upon upscaling.

For graphene to be a meaningful replacement to ITO, sheet

resistance has to be significantly reduced with processing condi-

tions conducive to low-cost fabrication. At this juncture,

graphene represent a long term possibility.

ITO-FREE PSC MODULE APPLICATION/DEMONSTRATION

There has been only one example of an application of ITO-free

OPV. The solar cell technology known as IOne112 represents

true progress when compared to the ITO-based ProcessOne114

that has been the work horse within R2R processed OPV

modules for many years. ProcessOne was the first truly scalable

ITO-based and fully R2R processed OPV technology that has

been prepared in excess of 2000 m2 at DTU and has been used

in numerous demonstrations of the technology.114–116 It is also

commercially available today from Mekoprint A/S, Denmark.

IOne is a lower cost and significantly faster process that present

no disadvantages when compared to ProcessOne while being

both vacuum and ITO free and presenting a much better opera-

tional stability and a significantly lower materials and overall

cost. The enabling feature is the in situ formation of a rectifying

layer through a fast switching mechanism that was demon-

strated to be fully R2R compatible and subsequently mass

produced and product integrated in laser pointers.117 The mod-

ules had 16 serially connected cells with the structure Ag-grid/

PEDOT:PSS/ZnO/P3HT : PCBM/PEDOT:PSS. All layers were

R2R processed using R2R ink jet printing for Ag grid, R2R

rotary screen printing for PEDOT : PSS layers, and R2R slot die

coating for ZnO and P3HT:PCBM. The cells were intercon-

nected using a silver paste in rotary screen printing. The

modules had an active area of 15.4 cm2 and a power conversion

efficiency of �2% (Figure 8). This is the first demonstration of

ITO-free polymer solar cell modules in real applications. Finally

it should be noted that the IOne process112 has been demon-

strated in a silver free version based only on carbon with the

same performance thus demonstrating that neither indium nor

silver is required to make efficient and scalable OPV. The

Table II. Compilation of Selected Few Results of Properties of Graphene-Based Transparent Conductors and the Photovoltaic Parameters of their

Corresponding Organic Solar Cells

Structure
Area
(mm2)

Rsh

(Xh�1)
T
(%)

Jsc
(mA cm�2)

Voc

(V)
FF
(%)

PCE
(%) Refs.

Quartz/graphene/CuPc/C60/BCP/Ag 0.81 5 � 103 –1 � 106 85–95 2.1 0.48 34 0.4 101

PET/CVD-graphene/PEDOT :
PSS/CuPc/BCP/Al

0.7 3.5 � 103 89 4.73 0.48 52 1.18 106

Glass/CVD graphene: PBASE/PEDOT :
PSS/P3HT : PCBM/LiF/Al

n.a. 1350–210 91–72 6.05 0.55 51.3 1.71 107

Glass/graphene/MoO3/PEDOT :
PSS/P3HT : PCBM/LiF/Al

n.a 80 90 8.5 0.59 0.51 2.5 108

Glass/graphene/PEDOT :
PSS/P3HT : PCBM/TiO2/Al

n.a. 610 6 140 86.9 6 1.2 9.03 0.60 48 2.60 111

Quartz/AlCl3-doped graphene/PEDOT :
PSS/CuPc/C60/BCP/Ag

1.21 300–500 91.2–97.1 9.15 0.43 42 1.63 110

Rsh is sheet resistance and T is transmission.

Figure 8. IV-graph for all R2R processed ITO-free PSC modules complete modules (a) incorporated in demonstrator laser power pointer (b, c) (the

background in b shows as printed (R2R) modules on flexible foil unwounded from a roll. Reprinted from Ref. 117, with permission from VC John Wiley

and Sons.
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efficient replacement of silver was achieved with carbon paste

which presents superior printing and stability performance over

printed silver conductors while requiring somewhat thicker

printed layers to achieve the same conductivity.

CONCLUSION

Polymer solar cells present an attractive technology by the sole

virtue of its low cost processing potential. It is clear that indium

tin oxide cannot deliver competencies with respect regard to

low cost and flexibility. Finding an alternative is crucial for the

successful commercialization of PSCs. Ideally, the most compat-

ible alternative to ITO should be solution-based and processable

at temperatures compatible to common flexible substrates such

as PET. While most of the alternatives presented in this review

have the potential to fulfill such requirements, processing issues

have impeded their progress from laboratory to large scale

production. CNTs, graphene, and metal nanowires have shown

remarkable properties that even surpass the benchmark that

ITO has set. With the rapid progress in processing of CNT, gra-

phene, and nanowires being reported, it is not too long before

they are commercially utilized as transparent conductors for all

optoelectronics in general and organic solar cells in particular.

Meanwhile, the composite PEDOT:PSS/metal grid electrode

remains the readily available and up-scalable alternative to ITO.

Nonetheless, the most recent trend has been to replace both in-

dium and metals such as silver through use of carbon paste and

it is now clear that future of OPV is not shared with indium or

silver unless they can be recycled with very high efficiency.
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